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FH CAMPUS VIENNA
Category
Educational

Budget
€ 45 Million

Address
Favoritenstraße 226, A-1100 Vienna

Project manager
Dietmar Feistel

Competition
2005 [1st prize]
Single-stage, Europe-wide, anonymous
realisation competition by invitation

Project Team
Daniela Hensler, Philip Beckmann, Gerhard
Gölles, Bernd Heger, Marina Kolloch

Start of planning
2005
Start of construction
03/2008
Completion
08/2009
Floor area
24.000 m²
Gross floor area
36.000 m²
Volume
143.705 m²
Site area
13.600 m²
Built-up area
8.330 m²
Students
3000
Teaching staff
220

Consultants
Statics / HVACR /
construction physics
Vasko + Partner
Ingenieure Ziviltechniker GmbH, Vienna
Execution planning
Vasko + Partner
Ingenieure –
Ziviltechniker GmbH, Vienna
Fire prevention
IBS - Institut für Brandschutztechnik and
Sicherheitsforschung GmbH, Linz
Landscaping
Rajek Barosch
Landschaftsarchitektur, Vienna
Electrics
TB Eipeldauer + Partner GmbH, Baden/Vienna
Interiors
ATM Dr. Mezera ZT GmbH, Vienna
Kitchen planning
Fritsch

Client
FH Campus Wien
Planungs-,Finanzierungsund ErrichtungsGmbH
Favoritenstraße 226,
1100 Wien

Gully trap
Scheybal Mega-Mat TEX/G, Scheybal Sixform
Star

Materials

Sanitary facilities and wet areas:

Façade
Retro-ventilated façade, Alucobond black
and light grey shine, glazing WICONA, Schüco,
Handles: Glutz

Wall tile
Rainbow Plus, Ice White, KALE, 30/10

Glass façade
PR-Konstruktion, WICTEC 50 (windows: Senkklapp, doors: WICLINE 70E)
Feinstone floor
Soho Black, CERAMICA COLLI, 40/60
Feinstone floor
Chromtech/1.0, FLOOR GRES, Cool/5.0, Point
30/60
Parquet floor
Solopark Gala, BAUWERK, acacia,
steamed, oiled
Carpet
Ripzon Kontrakt, 8018, HOJER TAEPPER EXPORT

Floor [external]
Asphalt-fine concrete

Wall tile
White World Glossy, POWERGRES, 60/30
Furniture
Fabric covering
KVADRAT, Scuba 001
Derived timber product with coating
Egger W1001, Max 85 FH, MAX 80FH
Products
Lights
TRILUX
Fittings/faucets
GROHE ESSENCE

Rubber
Plansystem Kayar K00, ARTIGO

Ventilation
ducts/nozzles
TROX, LTG, TROGES

PVC
Colorex SD 150209, FORBO

Photographer
Hertha Hurnaus

Coating
Sikafloor

Courses
19 (Bachelor, 14 Master, 6 Diploma)

Project Description

softly modelled in footprint and section. The reception area, assembly
hall, library, festival room and cafeteria are aligned in sequence along

The new headquarters of the college for higher education, FH Cam-

the varying heights of the central area. The traffic pattern and designa-

pus Wien in the 10th district, was completed on the premises of the

ted use of these areas compose a bright volume which is pervaded by

‘Altes Landgut’ in September 2009.This building is an addition to the

visual and atmospheric relationships. Bridges, sitting steps, functio-

range of completed buildings by Delugan Meissl Associated Archi-

nal- and air spaces alternate creatively and result in an internal space

tects and is one of their many, already realized architectural and social

structure. The interiors merge unhindered with a variety of open spa-

contributions to the future-oriented development of the districts and

ces: the canteen opens into a broad, open terrace; in the north-east, a

the city.

gravelled slope leads to the festival room which holds the function of

Location and Design principle

visual barrier and closure at the same time. The rooftops of the base

“The winning project for the new building of the ‘FH Campus Wien’

area are planted with lavender, reminding of the former crops that

represents a free-standing solution in form of a dynamic and open

grew on the region’s land. Seminar rooms, labs and the administrati-

structure with a high and promising potential in regard to possible

on offices are situated in above lying angled wings that lead into clear

future requirements.’ Extract from the jury printout. The location

pathways and extended corridors along the window fronts. Corridor

of the site is characterised by partly antithetic factors: it is situated

recesses and recreational areas alternate rhythmically and are high-

between a wide, softly south-sloping hill as part of a green space,

lighted by the incoming natural light. On all levels, the pathways and

and two heavily trafficked roads. Thus, the site’s character oscillates

functional areas fuse together, forming internal spaces that are not

between being defined by a wide landscape and an inhomogeneous

clearly assigned. The disposition of the furniture inspirits possible

road environment. Architectural and topographic components define

ways of use, but their ultimate designation is left to the users.

the thread behind the idea for the design: a crossover between the

Outer and inner aspect

characteristic inner-city block structures and the spread out const-

The monochrome appearance of the interiors is revived by a perma-

ruction density of the periphery, as well as between the landscaped

nent, playful application of black and white nuances, as well as dif-

leisure area ‘Volkspark’ and the natural green belt on the South-West

ferent grades of shininess of the materials. Light and shadow effects

of Vienna. It is a free-standing horizontal building, although not a

create constant and subtle changes during the course of the day. The

solitaire embedded and architecturally conceived in order to absorb

design of the façade is multilayered. Narrow pilaster strips stabili-

the existing circumstances and reformulate them according to its

se and define the rhythmically positioned height of the horizontal

own assignation. The rise develops moderately, departing from the

window disposition. Black lines on the extensive walls create an effect

roundabout and then distinctively ending in the south.

to scale. Recessed ribbon glazing give the outer appearance a three-di-

The Building

mensional effect. The building oscillates between quiet linearity and

‘The building responds to the particular topography of the location.

interrupted, almost irritating height dislocations, transmitting tense

Its shape mirrors the dynamism of the FH Campus Wien.’ Dietmar

solidity and liveliness.

Feistel, Partner DMAA. The building encompasses two courtyard-li-

Functions

ke open spaces facing west and east. Two flexed bracket buildings

30 lecture rooms, 35 seminar rooms, 90 functional rooms such as

open towards them. These distinctive elements rest on a partly

labs, computer rooms, cafeteria, library and media centre, festival

two-storeyed archetrave/plynth/base. Its functional and creative

room and approximately 150 rooms for research & development and

concept is accompanied by a surrounding external space which is

administration.

exterior view
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HOSPITAL
RUDOLFSTIFTUNG

Category
Health care
Address
Juchgasse 25, A-1030 Vienna
Competition
2007 [1st prize]
Start of planning
2008
Start of construction
2009
Completion
2013
Floor area
4.980 m²
Gross floor area
6.390 m²

Project Description

essential to the heterogeneity of the environment and
toning down the existing facades, as well as conveying

Volume
24.365 m³

The positioning, dimensions, and room heights of the

a modest, homogeneous image. The aim is to impart

Costs
€ 18 Million

new structure will be conclusively derived from the

the balanced interaction of a condensed, self-sufficient

existing structure and the master plan. In addition to

body with a vibrant, positive external effect. A diffe-

optimized internal qualities, the slender silhouette of

rentiated, relaxed facade is provided through the varia-

the soaring new building also reflects outwardly as an

ble louver positions. The layering of an interior thermal

appropriate and sensitive answer to user requirements

glass wall, louvers, and an additional glass skin creates

and functions. The extension connects in a natural way

a nuanced image of the overlapping, refined depth and

to the existing hospital building, creating a common

materiality. Depending on the light conditions and

language and formally brought together into a mutual

position of the louvers, the building appear either as

architectural expression. This is done using a speci-

an enclosed volume at rest or as a transparent, shim-

ally designed facade module that is used for the new

mering, airy building that embraces the reflections of

building and can also be adapted for the renovation

the sky and the natural environment.

Project Team
Philip Beckmann
Sebastian Brunke
Bernd Heger
Christopher Schweiger
Eva Schrade
Client
Wiener Kranken-anstaltenverbund
Stabsstelle
Bauherrnmanagement
Thomas-Klestil-Platz 7
A-1030 Vienna
CONSULTANTS
Statics, Façade
Werner Sobek Stuttgart GmbH & Co.
KG, Germany
HVAC / Sanitary
Ebert-Ingenieure
Nürnberg GbR, Germany

of existing building facade with very little effort. It is

DELUGAN MEISSL
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HOSPITAL
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SPIEGEL ESTATE
HAMBURG
Category
Offices
Address
Hamburg, Germany
Competition
2009 [3rd Prize]
Revised version
2010-2011
Built-up Area West
Floor area hotel
8.362 m²
Floor area retail / gastro
1.374 m²
Gross floor area
10.904 m²
Height
29.44 m
Number of levels
GF+8 [aboveground]
Number of levels
1 [underground]
Built-up area east
Rentable area
(business]
6.972m²
Gross surface area offices
7.930 m²

Project Description

Height
38.35 m

With its clear visual geometry and horizontal empha-

development is manifested by a horizontal building

sis, the exterior appearance of the new buildings reacts

zone in the area of the former commons and two ver-

to the architectural message from the 1960s. Creating

tically oriented building blocks. As manifestos of our

a new symbol that may be able to transport the “Spie-

current age, these buildings quite clearly reference the

gel Island“ into a new era. A severely tainted history

sensory transformation of an outdated design aesthetic

with the renowned German editing House “Spiegel”

into a contemporary and striking formal architectural

(the former users of the existing building complex),

language. The building structure, with a façade design

will be overcome. The central theme of the original

that oscillates between homogeneity and materiality,

property is continued in terms of proportion as well

enter into a dialog with their inner-city environment.

as in the arrangement for the new development. The

Depending on the lighting and time of day, reflections

Project team
Michael Lohmann
Diogo Teixeira
Waldemar Wilwer

individual components of the built ensemble remain

from the multifaceted architectural history of the Spei-

uncoupled from each other, are reachable by foot on all

cherstadt, the old town, and the neighbouring built

sides and surrounded by public spaces. Public areas se-

environment, gives the envelope a diverse appearance.

Awarding body
IVG Immobilien
Management GmbH & Co.
Hamburg IX – Objekte Spiegelinsel KG

amlessly follow a modeled urban/pedestrian landscape

the facades is understood as an additional signifier that

determined by the staggered heights surrounding

will strengthen the new identity of the expansion in

the site. This allows the merging of semi-public and

this area.

Number of levels
GF+10 [above ground]
Number of levels
1 [underground]
Total gross surface area 18.835
m²
[above ground]
Total gross surface area
5722 m²[underground]
Project manager
Gerhard Gölles

private zones flow into representative entry and foyer
areas that lead into the office buildings. The structural

DELUGAN MEISSL
ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS
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SPIEGEL ESTATE
HAMBURG
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Städtebauliche Integration der Bestandsgebäude

Bestandsgebäude als Solitäre

Integration Bestandsgebäude in das umliegende Stadtbild

Fassung des Raumes

Vergleichbare Baukörpergeometrie am Messberg

Adressenbildung durch eigenständigen Solitär

Strassenraumbegleitender Sockel

NACHVERDICHTUNG

2
PLATZKANTE MESSBERG

CHILEHAUS 35m
KOPFGEBÄUDE 31m

SPEICHERSTADT 23,50m

BALLIN / CHILE HAUS
BEBAUUNG WILLY BRANDT STRASSE

SPEICHERSTADT
ALTBAU ECKE CHILE HAUS

SOCKEL WILLY BRANDT STRASSE
GEGENÜBERLIEGENDE
BEBAUUNG 30m

KONTORHAUS BALLIN 35m
TRAUFE CHILEHAUS 31m
ALTBAU ECKE CHILEHAUS 17m

3

Entwicklung des Gebäudes aus stadträumlichen Bezügen

Integration in den Stadtraum durch Höhenbezug

Aufnahme der Höhen der umliegenden Bebauung

4
ZWISCHENRÄUME

DELUGAN MEISSL ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS
Spiegel Estate Hamburg, Germany
[pictograms]

conceptual diagrams

Neubau Büro

Hotel Bestand

Neubau Hotel

KUBATUR-HÖHENENTWICKLUNG

Abfolge und Themen der entstehenden Zwischenräume

Anbindung an Durchwegungsachse Allstadt-HafenCity

5
AUSRICHTUNG

Altbau Vertikal-Neubau Horizontal

DELUGAN MEISSL
ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS

SPIEGEL ESTATE
HAMBURG
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HEADQUARTERS B&F
VIENNA

HEADQUARTERS B&F VIENNA
Category
Office

Administration / Offices
2492 m²

HVACR / Electrics
IC Consulenten ZT GmbH, Vienna

Address
Simmeringer
Hauptstrasse 339, 1110
Vienna, Austria

Events/Dining Hall/ Kitchen
287 m²

Traffic planning
AXIS Ingenieurleistungen ZT GmbH,
St.Poelten

Competition
2009 [1st prize]
Start of planning
08/2009
Start of construction
10/2010
Completion
03/2012
Floor area
4,046 m²
Gross floor area
6.329 m²
Site area
4.560 m²
Built up area
2.800 m²
Open area
365 m²
Volume
22.055 m³

Service Centre/Foyer
842 m²
Cost
€ 15 Million

Fire prevention
Prüfstelle für
Brandschutztechnik, Vienna
Lightplanning
Hailight Lichtplanung Andreas
Haidegger
Innsbruck

Project manager
Philip Beckmann
Project team
Gerhard Goelles
Alejandro Carrera
Michael Lohmann
Felix Lohrmann
Eva Schrade
Christian Schrepfer

Kitchenplanning
Stria Ingenieurbüro für Großkuechenplanung, Vienna
Client
BFW
Gebäudeerrichtungs-und Vermietungsgesellschaft GmbH + Co KG

CONSULTANTS
Landscape architecture
Rajek Barosch
Landschaftsarchitektur, Vienna
Structural Engineering
Werkraum Wien
Ingenieure ZT GmbH Vienna

Awarding body
Bestattung Wien GmbH with Friedhöfe
Wien GmbH
Goldeggasse 19, 1041 Vienna, Austria
Implementation planning and coordination
Ingenos.Gobiet.ZT GmbH

Building physics
K2 Bauphysik GmbH
Vienna

Project Description

masonry. An optical connection to the
green exterior is generated by high glass

The new headquarters of the funeral

panels which also transmit an atmo-

parlour B&F Wien – Bestattung und

spheric continuation of the landscape.

Friedhoefe GmbH accommodate both

The ample client area is divided into dif-

operative as well as administrative spa-

ferent functional zones which intersect

ces. A core element of the new building

seamlessly. The open space is structured

is the client area with adjacent exhi-

by centrally located consultation desks

bition areas for tombstones, urns and

and south-easterly oriented private

coffins. The building is situated on the

niches are designed as discretion areas

city’s main access road, the Simmerin-

for personal care. The exhibition space

ger Hauptstraße which intersects the

for coffins and urns is located in the rear

central graveyard since its extension in

part of the ground floor area. The clear

the 1920s. During the course of history,

functional separation between client

these traditional resting grounds have

and office spaces consists of a centrally

been upgraded several times by the con-

located staircase. The upper level hosts

struction of new buildings. Under con-

offices and a common room with an

sideration of the visual axes at Entrance

adjacent terrace, as well as rooms and

number 2, and the crematorium in the

spacious open areas for staff. The views

north-west, the administration centre

towards the surrounding landscape are

blends in as a dramatic addition to the

studiously framed, hence creating in-

overriding urban space, incorporating

tense visual relationships with the out-

the surrounding archaic constructions.

side and increasing the quality of these

The transitional space between inside

indoor areas. The external landscaping

and outside is designed as a green and

concept envisages a discreet, timeless

weather protected courtyard. The path

formulation of plants and structures

towards the main entrance is framed by

pertaining to the classical graveyard

temporary sample graves and stone-

design.
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HEADQUARTERS B&F
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south elevation
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HEADQUARTERS B&F
VIENNA

floor plan level 02
exterior photo
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OFFICE COMPLEX BREMEN

Category
Office

Gross surface area
6.153,8 m²

Address
Stephanitorsbollwerk,
28217 Bremen, Germany

Volume
19.808 m³

Competition
02/2011 [1st prize]

Height
22 m

Start of planning
2011

Number of levels
6

Start of construction
08/2012

Cost
€ 30 Million

Floor area
10.766 m²

Project manager
Eva Schrade
Project team
Jakub Dvorak,
Michael Lohmann,
Waldemar Wilwer

Gross floor area
11.952 m²
Volume
40.391 m³
Site area
8.622 m²
Built-up area
1.991 m²
Height
22 m
Number of levels
6
Building element north
Floor area
5.178,6 m²
Gross surface area
5.798,5 m²
Volume
20.584 m³
Height
22 m
Number of levels
6
Building element south
Floor area
5.587,5 m²

Client
Weserbahnhof
Vermietungs GmbH & Co. KG (wpd
think energy GmbH & Co. KG)
CONSULTANTS
(competition)
HVACR/ Electrics
Werner Sobek Stuttgart GmbH & Co.
KG, Germany
Landscape architecture
Burger Landschaftsarchitekten,
Munich, Germany
Planners (execution)
Execution planning
Gruppe GME
HVACR
Ingenieurgesellschaft Bannert mbH
Structural engineering
STB Döhren-Sabotke-Triebold&
Partner
Landscape architecture
Henke + Blatt
Partnerschaft

Project Description

the intention to maximise the stunning views
of the site near the water, and to establish the

The plan for the office buildings as integral parts

best possible visual relationships between all

of the general urban Überseestadt-concept is

functional areas and the maritime landscape.

based on the central theme of an architectural

The quarter’s lively, communication-enhancing

expression with a memorable identity. The main

character is perceived, in architectural analogy

focus lies in the buildings proposed fabric being

and by flexible designed open spaces. The slight

implemented in the common areas, as well as

inclination of the pavement in this area as well

the development of contact points for further

as green zones close to the water enhances its

architectural expansions of the quarter. The buil-

quality which is further emphasised by material

ding’s orientation and composition constitutes

differentiation, positioning and detail execution.

a self-confident architectural impulse of inde-

Promenades, squares, and access axes alternate,

pendent and timeless character. This highlights

dividing the connecting open area into proporti-

the new buildings’ intertwining with Bremen’s

onally adequate segments and providing a scale

historic lifeline, the river Weser and with the

for the ground plan. The river promenade which

surrounding landscape. In order to create an

currently ends at the site’s western side connects

identifiable presence each building is individu-

to the open area’s configuration as an integral

ally assigned to its immediate urban or fluvial

part of the overall concept, thus representing

surrounding. This defines a clear atmospheric

a highly attractive, lively communication and

differentiation of functional areas. A determi-

meeting point.

ning parameter for the buildings’ positioning is

DELUGAN MEISSL
ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS

OFFICE COMPLEX
BREMEN
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exterior photo
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BA CAMPUS

BA CAMPUS

Category
Office

Number of basements
2

Address
Bank Austria Platz, 1020 Vienna

Costs
€ 314 Mill.

Competition
08/2011
2nd prize

Project manager
Anja Vogl

Floor area
268.823 m²
Gross surface area
272.8300 m²

HVACR/ Electrics
Vasko + Partner Engineers
Renderings
ON3 Studio, Hamburg

Project team
Gerhard Gölles, Sabrina Miletich,
Michael Lohmann, Sebastian
Brunke, Diogo Teixeira, Waldemar
Wilwer, Nora Vorderwinkler
CONSULTANTS

Gross surface area aboveground
203.492 m²
Construction volume
203.492 m³
Site area
52.139 m²
Built-up area
34.560 m²
Height
21.50-34.90 m
Number of levels
6-10

Surveyor
Vermessungsbüro, D.I. Johanna
Fuchs-Stolitzka

Animation
ZOMM VP, Wien
Client / Awarding Body
Domus Facility Management GmbH
Althanstrasse 21-25
1090 Vienna

Executive planning
Vasko + Partner Engineers
Structural engineering
Vasko + Partner Engineers
Building Services
Engineering
Vasko + Partner Engineers
Landscape
Rajek-Barosch Landschaftarchitektur
Kitchen planning
Fritsch GmbH & CoKG

Project Description

positioned fragments of continuous tree

Two main ideas lie at the core of the

ria Campus is a central square, which

design for Bank Austria: conveying a

situated between the buildings acts as

symbolic impulse through the architec-

an outdoor foyer as well as the site’s

tural intervention, and transforming the

pivotal element. The sky and the trees

entire site that represents an attractive

are reflected in the surfaces of the water

landmark for the bank. Departing from

contained in white flooring material.

the centrally located Bank Austria Squa-

Lighting elements and façades, as well

re the architectural symbolilisation is all

as the happenings on the square can also

encompassing. An area with the classic

be read on the water surfaces. Conti-

character of a campus is generated by

nuous pavement surfacing ranging from

a deviation in scale and typology from

grey to white stretches from Praterstern

the overall foreseen perimeter block

to the Tabor and breaks through the

development. A diverse urban struc-

surrounding street area. The Bank Aus-

ture is achieved by the configuration

tria site’s scattered building structure

of courtyards and housing clusters. Its

guarantees ample daylight supply, good

homogenous aspect conveys the quar-

orientation and overseeable spatial set-

ter’s identity, starting from the centrally

tings. The dimensions and the layout of

located square and running distinctly

the pathways define the primary access

and consistently throughout its extensi-

axes as extensions of the central square,

on. A lavish greening concept is clearly

thus allowing for wide visual correla-

defined by the building structure whe-

tions throughout the entire quarter.

lines. The core part of the Bank Aust-

reby all paths are lined by orthogonally
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exterior view
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floor plan level 00
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A01

Category
Hotel/Office

Height
88 m

Address
Wiedener Gürtel / Gertrude-Fröhlich-Sandner-Straße, Vienna

Number of levels
24

Competition
4 / 2013
Floor area
72.165 m²
Gross surface area
116.090 m²
Gross surface area (above ground)
94.318 m²
Construction volume
21.773 m³
Site area
8.236 m²
Built-up area
7.156 m²

Number of basements
3
Costs
€ 137.965.450
Project team
Philip Beckmann
Sebastian Brunke
Waldemar Wilwer
Michael Lohmann
Diogo Teixera
Christoph Haas
Sabrina Miletich
Win Man
Alexandro Cortes Carrera
Client / Awarding Body
SIGNA Baufeldentwicklungs GmbH
& Co OG

Project Description

hub with great urban significance and
character. The building’s concept incor-

The Business Centre A.01 is part of the

porates the interplay of all local factors,

urban development area near Vienna’s

therefore underlining the distinctive,

new main central railway station. As

elegant unobtrusiveness of this clearly

such, it blends effortlessly into the

visible ensemble. The docking points

overriding concept. The design is pri-

of the main traffic routes between train

marily defined by the location’s urban

station, Gürtel and the new office quar-

vitality generated by the given condi-

ter clearly represent soft incisions into

tions and functions. Situated between

the building’s edgy ground volume.

the interface of the new railway station,

Therefore creating a structure of three

an emerging office quarter and the busy

segments, generating a triple address

arterial Wiedner Gürtel, the new buil-

and giving each section its own particu-

ding acts as a considerable functional

lar function.
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AMOREPACIFIC
HEADQUARTERS
Category
High rise
Address
Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea
Competition
06/2010
Gross surface area
173.954 m²
Site area
13.500 m²
Height
150 m
Number of levels
39
Number of basements
7
Project manager
Sebastian Brunke

Project team
Alejandro Cortes Carrera, Ruth L.
Gehler, Gerhard Gölles,
Michael Lohmann, Dominik
Sedzicki, Nora G. Vorderwinkler

CONSULTANTS
Structural engineering
Bollinger + Grohmann Ingenieure

Project Description

Façade
ARUP GmbH

The building’s design creates a flowing connection

of the building parts. The base is held together not

for and acts as an interface element between city and

by a sharp line of the towers, but through an ‘organic

nature, commerce and culture, work and leisure, the

interconnection’. The towers are rooted at the base

corporate and the public domain. Public pathways

and grow continuously in height. At the same time,

in form of an internal promenade are woven into the

the building’s public zones, including the integrated

area, generating a natural and ergonomic connection

shopping centre, the foyer, and the museum area, wind

to the public transport system and the neighbouring

around the lower part of the towers. From here, all the

park. The identifiable external appearance of the

storeys of the vertical building are visible, thus under-

AMOREPACIFIC headquarters follows the architec-

lining the gesture of the tower’s ‘growth from the base’

tural concept’s cohesive leitmotifs. Unlike conven-

and making it possible to experience the architectural

tional linear concepts, the striking building rotates

qualities of both aspects: those situated underground

against the axis of the existing street line. Through

as well as the upwards-reaching ones. Through its

this dynamic movement, the building stands in

shape and urban position the new AMOREPACIFIC

contrast to adjacent buildings, therefore enhancing its

headquarters represent an integral part of the Yongsan

HVACR/ Electrics
ARUP GmbH with Brian Cody
Landscape
rajek barosch
landschaftsarchitektur
Client / Awarding Body
AMOREPACIFIC Corporation

changing views to passers-by. Organic correlations and
a natural flow define the constellation and positioning

characteristic architectonic ‘shape’. Another identifi-

district. The architectural design makes it both inte-

able feature is its geometric asymmetry. Despite the

grate as well as stand out within its surroundings.

coherent appearance, it constantly offers diverse and
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ADIDAS OFFICES
Category
Office
Address
Herzogenaurach
World of Sports
Competition
1st Prize [ex aequo]
Floor area
49.264 m²

Project Description

Gross surface area
53.202 m²

possible site of a parking deck.
The inner structure of the building

The project for the Southeast office, a

results primarily from the deliberations

ring-shaped solitary building placed in

on the targeted working environment.

a landscape, ensues from the urbanistic

The footprint of the office is compo-

master plan of the „World of Sports“.

sed of two main rings, which are held

The circular character of the building

together by a generous communication

creates a form without a rear side. At the

and development zone – the “Canyon”

same time, through its height differen-

– which is illuminated with natural

Number of levels
5

tiation and the character of the ground

light. The “Canyon” helps not only to

floor zone the building reacts on the

organise work around the area but also

Number of basements
1

factors of influence and references in its

connects the floors with each other

immediate surroundings. The height

vertically and thus creates a connected

differentiation of the floors enables an

three-dimensional working environ-

Project manager
Sebastian Brunke

opening of the ring towards the alrea-

ment. Both main rings are each com-

dy existing campus of the ”World of

posed of one ring placed on the façade,

Project team
Michael Lohmann
Bogdan Hambasan
Jan Svoboda
Alejandro Carrera

Sports” and thus facilitates an intensive

where the working space is designed

dialogue between the two areas. In the

in the direct relationship towards the

southern direction, the circular building

exterior, as well as smaller working

is strong in its presence and creates both

space modules. Both rings, which are

a visible sign towards the motorway and

in contact with the “Canyon” accom-

Structural engineering
Drees & Sommer
Advanced Building Technologies

an appropriate entrance gesture.

modate working space, meeting rooms,

As the new principal access point to

as well as home bases belonging to the

Energy Design + Sustainability
Energy Design Cody
Consulting GmbH

the “World of Sports”, the building’s

core. The rings on the façade are consci-

main entrance is situated in its southern

ously kept free from core units, so that a

part. The exterior space flows through

highly flexible arrangement of the mo-

the building in the west and the east in

dules is possible and the organisational

a manner, which enables the access to

clusters can grow or shrink according to

the campus, as well as a connection to a

the changing spatial needs.

Construction volume
224.897m³
Site area
37.509 m²
Built-up area
15.839 m²
Height
20 m

Costs
€ 79 Mio.

CONSULTANTS
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MIBA FORUM
Category
Office

Construction volume
39.008 m²

Address
Dr.-Mitterbauer-Str. 3
4663 Laakirchen
Austria

Site area
27.575 m²

Competition
2014
Start of planning
2014
Floor area
4.588 m²

Height
12 m
Number of levels
2
Number of basements
1
Costs
€ 10 Mio.

Gross surface area
8.989 m²

Project Description

ning and Growing” are situated on the ground floor of
the building and create a functional unit together with

Tradition and identity on the one hand, innovative spirit

the client and service area. An exhibition area, which

and vision of the future on the other – the cornerstones

surrounds the courtyard, represents the linking element

of the company philosophy of the MIBA Group – sha-

for all zones. With this area MIBA Group gains an ade-

pe in a balanced way the design of the building and are

quate space for its own representation. A generous void

represented in a newly re-created working environment.

above the foyer creates a spatial passage towards the

A regionally deep-seated architectural form is chosen

multifunctional office floor.

rather than anonymous, zeitgeisty “brand-architecture”

The vertically offset upper floor accommodates the

in order to do justice to the complex requirements of the

office area, which is flexibly modifiable allowing for

building as a place for communication and encounter, as

intimate office spaces on the one hand and open-plan

well as its representative function of an internationally

and combi-office typologies on the other. The roof spans

active company. The traditional architectural typology

over the differentiated areas thus creating an identi-

of the region – the four-cornered courtyard building – is

ty-building spatial construct, which stands in a cont-

newly interpreted to transpose the identity-building

inuous visual relationship with the company area, its

values of the company as well as functional require-

employees as well as its clients.

ments in a contemporary setting.
A natural landscape in front of the building establishes

The appearance of the building from the outside is

visual relations to the company premises with a special

affected by a plastered outer wall ring with a founded

focus on the MIBA Academy and the core of the com-

area of ceramic roofing. Ribbon glazing defines the break

pany represented by its historical buildings. Generous

between the floor and the roof. Offset ceramic lamellae

tree plantings define attractive free space zones, while

are situated in front of the glazing in the roof cladding

grassland-orchards help to embed the new area into its

and thus structure the defining roof construction.

natural environment.

The design incorporates spatial transitions in diversified

The diverse functional areas are grouped together on

transparency – from the compact façade to the open

two floors around an inner courtyard. Core areas such as

inner courtyard.

“Encounter and Cooperation”, “Technology”, “Lear-
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interior view
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interior view
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CAMPUS TOWER
HAMBURG
Adress
Versmannstraße 6-10
20457 Hamburg
Germany
Competition
1st Prize Office Tower
(Jury appreciation category Living)
Floor area
14.929m²
(above ground)
Gross floor area
21.154m²
(office +Garage)
Site area
3.800m²
Height
60m
Number of levels
Office: 16
Conceptual Diagrams

Number of basements
2
Project manager
Sebastian Brunke
Project team
Gerhard
Gölles
CAMPUS
TOWER
Alejandro Carrera
Bogdan Hambsan
Michael Lohman
Petras Vestartas

Germany
Hamburg

Conceptual
Diagrams
Project
Description

as extroverted areas, which are concluded through

The urbanistic context

deflector panes. This solution accommodates the
requirements of noise protection, while allowing

The office building is divided into three parts, which

for a sense of openness thanks to the windows.

CONSULTANTS

are determined by the means of contextual para-

Execution Planning
Gruppe GME

meters: an architrave block, a waler and a head. This

The external sunscreen is positioned between the

Structural Engineer
Schüßler Plan

partition creates on the one hand a strong identity

deflector panes and the thermic shell and is therefore

of the whole ensemble as an urbanistic prelude for

protected from wind and weather influences. The

the development of the Baakerhafen, on the other

pattern dividing the façade follows the inner structure

hand generates urban qualities inside the building.

of the building; the opaque elements in the area of the

HVACR
ZWP Ingenieur-AG
Facade
Prof. Lange
Ingenieurgesellschaft
Building Phsyics
Assmann Beraten + Planen
Fire Protection
IBP
Elevator Planning
Hundt + Partner
Photographer
Piet Niemann

pillars and the railing are reduced at the top. In conseStructure

quence, this measure creates a self-contained elegance
as well as an added value and a better view for the higher

Special functions, such as the Start Up and HCU offices

levels, while at the same time offering a cost effective

on the first floor, the access to the roof terrace with a

solution and an energetically reasonable proportion

connected office and meeting area on the seventh floor

between the transparent and the opaque materials.

as well as a bar with a 360° view between the head of
the building and the shed roof are located within the

The structure of the façade carries on at the ground

breaks subdividing the building. At the same time, the

floor with large scale windows, which are connected

settling out of the head of the tower creates a sort of

to the opaque front. The 360° bar located on the

beacon effect radiating far beyond the borders of the

rooftop enables diversified visual relations to the

property, thus guaranteeing a landmark effect from afar.

Hafencity, the Baakenhafen, as well as to Hamburg’s
city centre. A filigree elevation is created thanks to

Two materials shape the outer appearance of the office

the shed roof reduced towards the exterior as well

building. The opaque areas are wainscoted with dark

as its mirrored soffit; the activities within the buil-

concrete slabs; the translucent zones are designed

ding are visible from the street in the evenings.
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floor plan level 15

North Elevation

floor plan level 08
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groundfloor plan
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Category
Office
Competition
2019

rVersion 1063.0.3.100
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HVG

Kreativität

ZI 1P

ZI 1P

ZI 1P

ZI 1P

ZI 1P

ZI 1P

Tonstudio

Gasleitung - Bestand

Wohnküche
Fitness

Co Living

Parkhaus
Hörsäle / Co Living

Windfang

Willkommen!

-0,02= +155,42 üNN

A

A
HAUPTEINGANG
±0,00= +156,44 üNN
Sani
Hörsäle / Co Living
Ausstellung / Konzepte

Anlieferung

Lager

WC
ZBV

Workshop Materiallager

Design Thinking

-0,95= +155,49 üNN

Gebäude M
KR

Gastro

Pop-Up Tresen

Showcooking

Garderobe
Gastro 30-40P

Ausstellung / Konzepte

-0,95= +155,49 üNN

Event Space

-5,00= +151,44 üNN

Mensa
Gebäude U
Werkstatt

Stuhllager

Werkstatt

VR Raum

Gebäude L

ground floor plan

-0,93= +155,51 üNN

-0,02= +155,42 üNN

Gasleitung - Bestand

Eingang Restaurant / EventSpace / PopUp
WOW!
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Büro 6 AP

Büro 6 AP

Büro 2 AP

Büro 6 AP

Büro 2 AP

+16,70= +173,14 üNN

Projektraum

Lounge

Lager

+8,90= +165,34 üNN

Telefon

Lager

Büro 2 AP
Büro 2 AP

Projektraum

Teeküche

+8,90= +165,34 üNN

Co Working

+16,70= +173,14 üNN

Lounge

Projektraum
Workbench

Teeküche

Projektraum

Büro 10 AP

level 2

level 4

GSPublisherVersion 1063.0.3.100
GSPublisherVersion 1063.0.3.100

Co Working

Meeting 6-10 P

Meeting 6-10 P

+5,00= +161,44 üNN

+12,80= +169,24 üNN

Inspiration/
Drucker

War Room
Loungebereich

Meeting 6-10 P

Telefon

Ruher.

+5,00= +161,44 üNN
Lager

Lager

Lager TW

War Room

Teeküche

+12,80= +169,24 üNN
Teeküche

Projektraum

Co Working

Meeting 6-10 P

Meeting 6-10 P

Meeting 6-10 P

Boot Camp

level 1

level 3

GSPublisherVersion 1063.0.3.100
GSPublisherVersion 1063.0.3.100
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NAVER CAMPUS

Project Description

The building arrangement comes from
the existing topography of the site,

Understanding Naver’s structure, de-

merged with the thinking of binding

partments, products, current and future

the different departments together,

ambitions became crucial to provide a

strengthening the connections be-

plural infrastructure that can perform

tween different departments or lines of

and hold the needs of the company.

product. The design evolves into a Ring

The answer relies on gathering these

Configuration that praises the link and

features and come up with an efficient

connectivity aspects, allowing an intro-

design that envisions a multiple and

vert look to the campus, but at the same

lively stage for self and product devel-

time exceptional views and connections

opment, knowledge, data sharing and

to the surroundings and outside world:

human/machine interface.

looking inside, as a synonym of hard
work, team bounding and protection;

But having technology as a constant

looking out, by being able to dream and

background, it is vital to look closely at

reach the future.

the perforce of the individuals. In such
an enormous and impressive employ-

A generous plaza is created as a stage for

ee structure that resembles the size of

multiple activities, events, performanc-

the new Naver’s Campus, the synergy

es, product launches or simple leisure

between the big scale that englobes the

activities: Naver’s square, a marketplace

whole infrastructure and the smaller

for ideas merged with nature, that forms

scale that reaches to the specific depart-

an outstanding and vibrant Urban Oasis.

ments and goes down to the individual
person, became crucial to develop a

The main composition is divided into

space that is gracious and intimate at the

three simple steps: the social and public

same time.

podium, that houses more common
and recreational spaces; the ring, that

The location takes a big role in the

establishes the connection between all

design and concept implementation:

the different areas, provides meeting,

being surrounded by a lot of green areas,

exhibition and interaction points/hubs

a reservoir and beautiful smooth hills

linked by smart driving tracks; and the

that flow inside the site, creating an

towers, that shorten the access into a

outstanding and virtuous topography,

purely private, individual, production

has dictated the route the project should

and development-based world.

take. Combining technology and manmade artificial elements with nature and
the site’s landscape makes the transition
from scales into a stronger knot.

office
educational
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Category
Office
Competition
2018
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FIDUCIA & GAD IT CAMPUS
overview
Category
Office

Project Description

Address
Fiduciastraße 20
76227 Karlsruhe
Germany

The urban and architectural concept for

Competition
2015

AG in Karlsruhe should provide a high

Gross surface area
53.356 m²

time create a high-quality urban space.

Gross surface area above ground
39.740 m²

the new campus of Fiducia & GAD IT
employment density and at the same
The structural interventions in the western and eastern part of the area strengt-

Construction volume
189.643 m³

hen the existing buildings by creating a

Site area
53.492 m²

premises are developed following the

Height
15-25 m

common free space; modern industrial
campus typology. New spatial and
atmospheric possibilities arise thanks

Number of levels
max. 6

to the omission of large parking zones,

Number of basements
1

ce pedestrian connections and bicycle

Project manager
Sebastian Brunke

the area is laced with walking-distanroutes. The urbanistic configuration of
the buildings opens up courtyards and

Project team
Petras Vestartas
Paul Neuböck
Tom Hindelang

thus creates generous exterior common

CONSULTANTS

the north. The choice of materials and

Landscape architecture
Agende TER

the atmosphere tie the heterogeneous

Structural engineering
Bollinger & Grohmann

The concept is developed around two

Energy Design
Energy Design Cody

areas and connects with the existing
buildings through the opening towards

existing construction together.
centres, which are interconnected through attractive green spaces; the offices
of Fiducia are situated at the Fiduciastraße / Wachhausstraße. The clear,
reduced façade of the buildings creates a
strong identity for the inhomogeneous
environment within the campus area as
well as towards the street. At the railing,
the horizontally arranged façade is partially coated with reflective materials and
lets the surrounding landscape appear in
variable ways depending on the degree of the mirror effect. Thanks to the
ever-changing vegetation throughout
the year as well as the differentiated
lighting conditions, exciting atmospheric transformations are created.
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exterior view
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groundfloor plan

typical floor plan
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FORUM DONAUSTADT
Site plan

Category
Office
Address
Adolf Schärf Platz
1220 Vienna, Austria
Competition
11/2010 [1st prize]
Start of planning
07/ 2012

CONSULTANTS
Structural Engineering; HVACR, Cost
management, Conveying systems,
Building physic, Fire protection,
Implementation
planning
Vasko+Partner Ing., Vienna
Façade
Institut für Fassadentechnik,
Frankfurt GmbH

Completion
2016

Landscape
Burger Landschaftsarchitekten,
Munich

Floor area
92.109 m²

Traffic planning
Verkehrsplanung Käfer GmbH, Vienna

Gross floor area
116.547 m²

Renderings
ON3 Studio

Volume
470.971 m³

DELUGAN MEISSL ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS
Forum Donaustadt, Vienna, Austria

Site area
12.044 m²

[site plan]

Built-up area
7.044 m²
Height
145 m
Number of levels
38

Project description

Costs
€ 174 Million

The new Forum Donaustat constitutes an adequate urban intervention to scale at its

Project management
Bernd Heger

The area’s composition and structure include six buildings, two of which are

Project team
Thomas Theilig,
Eva Schrade
Christian Gross
Florian Schafschetzy
Michael Lohmann
Jakub Dvorak
Gilles Greis
Nathalie Mair
Silvia Tripsa
Maria Priebe
Workgroup
Vasko+Partner, Wien
Client / Awarding Body
Forum Donaustadt
Beteiligungen GesmbH
1030 Wien

given location in Vienna’s northern periphery.
highrises delimiting the complex on the site’s northern and southern margins. The
buildings accommodate living and office spaces, a hotel, administration units, public
institutions, hence featuring functional heterogeneity and variation.
The general aspect of the urban ensemble is characterised by a user friendly space
allocation. Diverse free spaces between the buildings form a varied and qualitative
urban landscape composed of partly roofed promenades, terraces and green areas.
The cirulation areas’ design and stratification result in an exciting interplay of light
and visual references between the storeys.
An immaterial web of visual and atmospheric communication axes underlines verticality and horizontality within the building ensemble, allowing for an uncomplicated orientation at every location. Path networks, squares and communication areas
are interlinked on an equal level. The new buildings naturally blend in with existing
structures and the surroundings.
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conceptual diagrams
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Towers
Location
Frankfurt am Main/Germany
Competition
2016/17
Gross floor area
226.000m²
Partner
raumwerk Gesellschaft für
Architektur und Stadtplanung mbH
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OFFICE PROFILE

OFFICE PROFILE,
ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
The Vienna architectural office Delugan
Meissl Associated Architects works
around the globe creating places that
offer special spatial experiences. The
fi rm‘s repertoire ranges from spectacular
cultural institutions and innovative
residential and office buildings to exhibitions, furniture and product design.

Biographies

CV
1993
Delugan_Meissl ZT
GmbH was founded
jointly by Elke Delugan_Meissl and Roman
Delugan
2004
Expansion to Delugan
Meissl Associated
Architects
PARTNER: Dietmar
Feistel, Martin Josst
2012
Establishment of the
brand DMID, Delugan
Meissl Industrial
Design

Elke Delugan Meissl
born in Linz, Austria

Roman Delugan
born in Merano, Italy

Dietmar Feistel
born in Bregenz, Austria

Studied at
the University
Innsbruck

Studied at the
University of
Applied Arts in Vienna
[masterclass of
Professor W. Holzbauer]

Studied at the
Technical University in
Vienna

Practice in
Innsbruck and
Vienna
2003-2008
Member of the Land Advisory Board Vienna
2006
Teaching position at the
University Stuttgart
2006
Prize of the City of Vienna
for Architecture
2006-2010
Chairwoman of
the Building and
Urban Design Assess-ment Committee
Salzburg

DMAA stands for excellence in
implementation and delight in
experimentation, for the awareness of
people and context, for the crystalline
and fluis, for realism and vision, for
dynamic and intimate atmospheres,
for practicality and passion.

DMAA - INNOVATIVE, UPLIFTING

2009 -2011
Chairwoman of
the BIG Architecture
Advisory Board Vienna
2010-2011
Teaching position at the
University of Applied Arts,
Vienna
2014-2016
Member of the Architectural Advisory Board
Regensburg
2015
Silver Medal of the City of
Vienna
2015
Grand Austrian State Prize
2016
Commissioner of the Austrian Pavilion at the 15th
International Architecture
Biennale in Venice
since 2016
Member of the Austrian
Art Senate
since 2016
Member of the Advisory
Board for Urban Planning
and Urban Design Vienna
Member of international
architectural juries

1984-1985
Research project
«Architecture of
the 20th century
in Austria»,
directed by
Friedrich Achleitner
1996-1997
Teaching position at
the University of Applied
Arts, Vienna
2004-2005
Guest lecturer und
guest critic at the BFH
Berner Fachhochschule
2006
Prize of the City of Vienna for Architecture
2007/2009
Guest lecturer und
guest critic at the MSA
Münster School of Architecture, Münster
2010
Guest lecturer und
guest critic at the Georg
Simon Ohms Hochschule
Nuremberg
2015
Silver Medal of the City
of Vienna
2015
Grand Austrian State
Prize
Member of international
architectural juries

since 1998
Practice at Delugan
Meissl ZT GmbH
since 2004
Partner at Delugan
Meissl Associated
Architects
2007 – 2008
Teaching position at
the Vienna University of
Technology
Guest critic at the
Vienna University of
Technology
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Martin Josst
born in Hamburg,
Germany
Studied at Muthesius
Academy of Art and
Design Kiel
Practice at Studio
Morphosis, Los Angeles
since 2001
Practice at Delugan
Meissl ZT GmbH
since 2004
Partner at Delugan
Meissl Associated
Architects
2006-2007
Teaching position
University Stuttgart
2010-2011
Teaching position at
the University of Applied
Arts, Vienna
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PROJECT SELECTION
BUILT PROJECTS

2005

2013

CURRENT PROJECTS

1998

Apartment High-Rise Wienerberg, Vienna

Hospital Rudolfstiftung, Vienna
Housing Project Sonnwendviertel, Vienna

Campus Tower HafenCity, Hamburg
Urbanistic implementation “Forum Donaustadt”, Vienna
Wohnen am Schweizergarten, Vienna
State Theater, Karlsruhe
Studio MUC, Neuperlach
Franz-Joseph-Railroad Station, Vienna
Walkerhill Spa & Resort, Seoul
Taiyuan Water Sports Center, Taiyuan, China
Taiyuan Botanical Garden, Taiyuan, China
Taiyuan Zoo - New Areas, Taiyun, China
Foshan Paradise Pavilion, Foshan, China
Beijing Vertical Farming, Beijing, China

Residential development “Beam”, Donaucity, Vienna
Residential development Grundaecker, Oberlaa, Vienna

2006
Residential Building Steigenteschgasse, Vienna
Apartment Oberlech, Vorarlberg

2000
House J, Absam, Tyrol
Mischek-Tower, Donaucity, Vienna

2007

2014
Ofﬁce Complex Luv&Lee, Bremen
Geriatric Centre Donaustadt, Vienna
Housing Project Polgarstrasse, Vienna
Tourist Info Albertina, Vienna
Headquarters B&F, Vienna

Men’s Fashion Shop ‘Helmut Eder I’, Kitzbuehel

2001
Ofﬁce and Residential Building Wimbergergasse, Vienna

2002
Residential Building Paltramplatz, Vienna

2003
Global Headquarters Sandoz, Vienna
House Ray1, Vienna

2004
Residential development “Kallco City Lofts”, Vienna
Apartment Unit 8-II, “Deep Surface”, Phoenix City,
Beijing

2016
2008
Residential Building Seitenberggasse, Vienna
Women’s Fashion Shop ‘Helmut Eder II’, Kitzbuehel
Porsche Museum, Stuttgart

2009
ci17, Austria
Residential Building “Simply 11”, Vienna
Residential Building „Brauerei Liesing“, Vienna
FH Campus, Vienna

2012
EYE Film Institute Netherlands, Amsterdam
Headquarters Funeral Parlour “B&F Wien, Bestattung
und Friedhoefe GmbH”, Vienna
Festival Hall of the Tiroler Festspiele Erl, Tyrol

Casa Invisibile, prefabricated building
Karl Landsteiner University of Health Science, Krems
Shopping Center ELI, Liezen

2017
Hyundai Flagship Store, Goyang
MIBA Forum, Laakirchen
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AWARDS

Awards

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

IYON LED spotlight

AIT-Award 2014

Tendo

Tendo

MIBA Forum

range

2nd P rize in Category

IF Design Award

Good Design Award

Holzbaupreis

German Design Award

„Public Buildings /

Steiermark, 1st Prize

2013

Education“

in Categorie „wooden

AWARDS

construction limitless“

Eye Film Institute

Auszeichnung des

Festival Hall Erl

Tourist Info

Netherlands

landes tirol für neues

Nominated for the

IF Design Award

Nominated for the

bauen 2014

Mies van der Rohe Price

Mies van der Rohe Price

2002 2003 2004 2006 2007 2008
House Ray1

Prize for Architecture

Polydecor-Corian

of the City of Vienna

Design Award

(14.12.2006)

2009 2010 2012

[1st price]

Townhouse
Wimbergergasse
Building contractor
Award

House Ray1

High-Rise Wienerberg

House Ray1

HEWI Hardware Range

Porsche Museum

Brauerei Liesing

Nominated for the

House Ray1

International

ARCHIP - Russian

120

Nominated for the

ECOLA-Award

Mies van der Rohe

Deutscher Umbaupreis

High-Rise Award

International

RedDot Design Award

Mies van der Rohe Prize

Honorable mention

Award

[1st price]

[Honorable mention]

Architectural Award

2008

IYON LED

IYON LED spotlight

IYON LED spotlight

spotlight range

range

range

Design Plus Award

Red Dot Design Award

Nominated for the
Bundespreis ecodesign
2012

„New Buildings“

Global Headquarters

Porsche Museum

Book „Porsche

Sandoz

WALLPAPER* Award

Museum“

Contractworld Award

2008

Nomination to the

2004

in association with

Austrian Sate Award

„Offices” [2nd price]

Jaguar

„Most Beautiful Book

[for Best Building Site]

2009“

IYON LED

IYON LED spotlight

spotlight range

range

Design Plus Award

Good Design Award
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PUBLICATIONS

Publications

PUBLICATIONS

DELUGAN DMAA– DELUGAN PORSCHE DESIGN VOL. I
MEISSL 2 INTENSE MEISSL MUSEUM PEAK 08
Concepts, Projects,
Buildings
Robert Temel;
Liesbeth Waechter-Böhm;
Birkhäuser – Publishing
for Architecture, Basel
Switzerland, 2001

REPOSE
EXHIBITION
CATALOGUE
Publisher:
Aedes Verlag, Berlin,
Germany, 2006
ISBN 3-937093-63-X

ISBN 103-7643-6557-9
[german, english]

ASSOCIATED
ARCHITECTS

Realized projects,
Current projects, Competitions
Publisher:
Daab GmbH, Cologne,
Germany, 2006
ISBN 978-3-93771887-3

Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects
HG MERZ
Photographer:
Iwan Baan
Editor:
Liquid Frontiers
Publisher:
Springer-Verlag
Wien, Austria, 2010

Publisher:
Equal Books
Designer:
Joon-hee, Lee
ISBN 978-89-9629047-6
978-89-962904-07(set)

Publisher:
Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects
Vienna, Austria 2010
ISBN
978-3-9502979-0-4

ZOOM & 360°
Publisher:
Delugan Meissl
Associated Architects,
Liquid Frontiers
Vienna, Austria 2018
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